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without any form of baffling then the centre of the bed is rapidly heated to a temperature 
in excess of what is most beneficial; while the baffling apparatus spreads the. warm air so 
that the rise in temperature is more slowly (and therefore. more beneficially) created. A 
graph to indicate the temperatures at the ends of the bed would show that the temperatures 
with the baffle in use are approximateiy th~ same at the ends as at the centre while those 
without show a marked coolness of the ends compared with the centre. -

C An alternative use for .the" Saxonfone " when an unusual number of casualties requiring 
resuscitation is brought to a unit is to place the apparatus at right angles to its normal axis 
so directing the hot air under two resuscitation beds. 

To conserve the heat the top of the petrol tins should be lagged with a sheet of asbestos 

(or alternatively a kettle of water can be brought to the boil for tea, etc.) and the funnels 
lagged also. . - . . 

Only one blanket should be placed under the patient to avoid insulation from the heat. 
Using the" Saxonfone " in the alternative method greatly reduces the risk of fire as the 

source of heat is always in view and can easily be watched. 
Requirements.-2 Petrol Tins (4 galls.); 1 Soldering Outfit. 
Method of COftstruction.-(a) Cut away the perforated top of the petrol tin, which is then 

inverted; (b) two air inlets are then cut at the bottom of the tin-dimensions: 6 inches by 
6 inches; (c) two hot air ven~s are cut in the centre of the tin t inch from top-dimension: 
2t inches; (d) two sides of the second tin are used for the construction of the funnels. Dimen
sions of these are 1 foot by 5 inches, tapering to 2t inches. The two funnels are then soldered 
into the 2t-inch vent holes at an angle of 45°. 

ENDOTRACHEAL ANlESTHESIA: IMPROVED MODEL OF 
AIR-ETHER BOTTLE. 

By CAPTAIN A. H. SALEH, 
Royal Army Me~ical Corps. 

THE improvised air-e~her bottle described in " War Surgery," edited by Hamilton Bailey, 
for use with an endotracheal tube, consists of a tin with two half-inch punctures in the lid
one connected to the endotracheal tube, the other acting as an air inlet. This arrangement 
has the following drawbacks: (1) The rebreathed air contains a large percentage of CO 2 and 
water vapour; (2) the depth of anresthesia is difficult to control. 

To obviate (1), a simple valve was incorporated so:that the expired air did not return to 
the apparatus. . 

As regards (2}, namely the difficulty in maintaining deep anresthesia, a glass tube was. 
incorporated in the air inlet so that the air could be made just to skim the surface of the 
ether or bubble through it. 
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The modified apparatus can be described as follows :-
Components.-(l) One I-lb. jam jar with a screw cap; (2) one small round tin 2t inches 

in diameter and I t inches deep (the one used contained originally formalin tablets) used as a 
valve. 

The Ti11.-A number of holes was made into the lid and base of the tin and covered by a 
small disc of thin shee~ rubber, of the type used for r~spirator valves, and fixed on with a 
small nut and bolt (see diagram). 

A piece of tin made in the shape of a shallow funnel was fixed to the base of the tin. The 
narrow part of the funnel was passed through the lid of the jar and soldered in place (see 
diagram). . 

The A ir I nlct.-This consists of _a i-inch tube of tin pushed through the lid and soldered 

I'Eflf'OHATfO EXPIRATORY 
TIN UD. ~U8BEHIIAlVE 

'-

TAPE WASHER. 

<,-A/~ III/UTTUDE 
1~/'.o/AM. 

GLA55SLI£)ING 
TUBE 1-9"£)1111'1. 

Improved model: Air-ether bottle. Drawn to scale. 

in place (see diagram). A glass tube i in<;h in diameter fits inside the air inlet tube and 
is made to slide up and down through a washer constructed of tape .. 

Use of the Apparatus . .,..-The patient is " induced" in the usual way and an endotracheal 
tube is passed. The ether bottle with the glass tube pushed right down is then connected 
to the endotracheal tube. 

Once the operation is started the concentration of the ether can be decreased by raising 
the glass tube so that the indrawn air can be made just to skim the surface of the ether. 

Should it be necessary at'any moment to administer chloroform or ethyl chloride in order 
to deepen the amesthesia the lid of the valve is removed, an open swab placed on the tin 
and the appropriate ancesthetic dropped on. It has been found, however, that this is very 
rarely resorted to. Administration of the ancesthetic can be discontinued at any moment 
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by removing the lid of. the tin in which case the valve. will cease to fmiction and the patient 
will breathe 'air only. 

I have used this bottle for the last six months in minor and major surgery and found it to 
be extremely efficient in that: (1) it is cheap and easy to make; (2) it uses et~er and air only.; 
(3) it uses less ether in an average case than the Boyle's machine; (4) it is ideal for long 
operations-as it rarely requires more than the minimum of adjustment; (5) it has no fancy 
and complicated gadgets. 

"GUNNER PARKER." 

By "R. A. M." 

GUNNER PARKER is just an ordinary soldier-if there be really such a person in the British. 
Army-and might have served his time and done his duty unknown save to few had he not 
had, on or about August, 1942, a sufficiently bad attack of " diarrhcea " to keep him in bed 
in a Camp Reception Station somewhere, in the north of Scotland for a week. However, in 
spite of the fact that his pain was severe and his diarrhcea of considerable and urgent frequency, 
apart altogether from the fact that he himself was not a little perturbed to note that there 
was bleeding therewith; in spite of all this, he recovered and no more was said-or, mark -
you, done-about it. And thereby hangs this tale-and its moral. 

A certain Regiment, R.A., was at Practice Camp in Wales in August, 1943, putting on the 
finishing touches prior to taking part in a not unimportant " exercise" designed to produce 
just that last fineness of polish which would take them and their shells through the Hun like 
a, well, flash of lightning. . 

. During this period the regiment's own medical officer departed on a "spot of leaf," and 
that was a Good Thing-believe us, we say this without any bitterness for it is ours to learn 
-and teach-from the deeds, and no less the misdeeds, of others if and when we can. That 
being so, the immediate medical care of the regiment devolved on the medical officer at the 
camp's Reception Station. Now he took a poor view of the business, and that not just 
because his morning sick parades were larger than heretofore--and than he had expected
but (let us give him all credit) principally because a high proportion of those seeking his 
aid complained of, and indubitably had, "diarrhcea." Having rapidly established that fact 
he went that essential step further and said to himself those vital words-" What? " and 
" Why?" Once he appealed to their curiosity in the right way it didn't take the not-too
far-distant pathologists long to provide the answer to the first fraction of his "satiable 
curiosity" ; " = B. sonne." And this very rapidly brought on the scene that other ally, not 
only of the pathologist and the M.O. (G.D.) but also of the e.0., a hygienist, so that, together, 
they let in the light of day on the whole story which, condensed, runs as follows. 

The regiment moved into Practice Camp on July 14 and all went well till the 20th. 
Indeed, so far as the.outside world knew, nothing happened till August 3, when certain samples 
were sent to the pathologist, with the result recorded above. But, apparently, no serious 
view was taken of events till August 10, when they came to the notice of " higher authority." 
On August 13 the " outbreak" was stopped. But during that preceding three and a half 
weeks there had been (as nearly as could be ascertained) two hundred and ninety-two-yes, 
292-cases of " diarrhcea " and/or" enteritis." 

The water supply to the camp is satisfactory and, actually, is under routine frequent 
, bacteriological control. 

Rations are drawn to individual cookhouses from a central camp ration store which, from 
a hygiene point of view, is particularly well run. 

The layout and management of the camp, including its Institute and, in particular of the 
conservancy arrangements is also satisfactory, and there has been no fly nuisance. 

The site is isola~ed and without appreciable outside" amenities." 
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